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A 49 year old woman who smokes attends the general practitioner for help with troubling menopausal symptoms. During the course of the consultation, the doctor offers her help to stop smoking. She has tried stopping smoking previously without help and found it intolerable. She asks if she can use drug therapy this time.

What are drugs for smoking cessation?

Of the drugs available for smoking cessation, three are widely licensed and have proved efficacy:

• Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)—available as patches or as shorter acting oral forms (lozenges, chewing gum) or nasal sprays; reduces urges and withdrawal symptoms by substituting for nicotine inhaled via tobacco smoke
• Oral varenicline—a nicotinic receptor partial agonist that binds less effectively than nicotine
• Oral bupropion—seems to be a nicotinic receptor antagonist with dopaminergic and adrenergic actions; it may work by blocking effects of nicotine, relieving withdrawal, or reducing depressed mood.

How well do they work?

Cochrane reviews give strong evidence that all three drugs are effective. Compared with placebo, the relative risks of abstinence are 1.60 (95% confidence interval 1.53 to 1.68) for NRT, 1.62 (1.49 to 1.76) for bupropion, and 2.27 (2.02 to 2.55) for varenicline. These relative risks seem to be constant over time from early in the quitting process to the long term and do not depend on whether behavioural support is provided. However, the absolute benefits do depend on these factors. Figure 1 shows absolute quit rates at the end of a typical 12 week course of treatment assuming all participants used behavioural support.

How safe are they?

NRT

NRT delivers nicotine at a lower concentration and more slowly than do cigarettes, so logically any risks from nicotine alone must be lower than those from smoking. A Cochrane review showed a statistically significant increase in chest pain and palpitations with NRT compared with placebo (2.5% v 1.4%). However, there is no evidence that NRT increases the incidence of cardiac ischaemia.

Varenicline

There are concerns that varenicline causes adverse neuropsychiatric or cardiac events. A Cochrane review found no significant differences in neuropsychiatric events (0.15% v 0.21%) or cardiac events (0.6% v 0.5%) in trials comparing varenicline with placebo. A separate systematic review reported an excess of serious adverse cardiovascular events, but another using more appropriate methods did not; nor did most large comparative observational studies.

Bupropion

Seizures are the primary safety concern with bupropion, as early trials testing the drug for depression (using a different dosage and formulation than are used for smoking cessation) suggested an increased risk. Evidence from observational studies, controlled trials, and systematic reviews consistently report seizures occurring in 1 in 1000 users. Concerns based on post-marketing surveillance have also been raised about possible psychiatric adverse events including changes in behaviour, depressed mood, hostility, and suicidal events. Two of the three subsequent observational analyses did not detect evidence of an increase in such events in people treated with bupropion, and...
an increase has not been detected in randomised controlled trials.\(^3\)

**How cost effective are they?**

The costs of smoking related morbidity and mortality mean that effective smoking cessation aids are highly cost effective, which is reflected in national guidelines.\(^{10,11}\) Exact estimates of cost per quality adjusted life year (QALY) vary depending on the country, comparator, and other assumptions.\(^{12}\) The cost per QALY has been estimated to range between £494 (€654; $716) and £3554 for NRT, between £316 and £2212 for bupropion, and between £950 and £1140 for varenicline.\(^{12-14}\)

**How are they taken and monitored?**

**Which patients?**

Drugs are usually prescribed only to people who are about to quit. However, systematic reviews of trials of NRT and a recent trial of varenicline suggest that these drugs can induce cessation in people who want to reduce smoking, without an immediate goal to quit completely.\(^{15,16}\) Guidelines in the United States (but not in the United Kingdom) advise not treating people who smoke fewer than 10 cigarettes a day (as most trials enrol people who smoke more than 10 a day).\(^{10,11}\) It seems reasonable to offer a prescription to anyone who feels impelled to smoke when trying to quit.

**Which drug?**

Varenicline and combination NRT (a patch plus a short acting form) are the most effective treatments, but personal commitment to use is important. Take into account patient choice, precautions, and contraindications (see box 1).

**When to start?**

Bupropion and varenicline are usually taken for at least a week before the quit day, although longer prior use of varenicline may be more effective.\(^{23}\) Nicotine replacement is usually started on the quit day; a systematic review of trials found insufficient evidence that taking it before this is more effective.\(^{3}\)

**Dose and duration**

Drugs are effective if people make a deliberate attempt to stop smoking, and prescribers need to stress commitment to total abstinence from the quit day onwards. That said, drugs should be prescribed for as long as a person is actively trying to quit; observational evidence suggests that they help recovery from lapses and should not be stopped because of initial failure to quit.\(^{23}\) The urge to smoke wanes after a period of abstinence, so drugs are needed for only a few months.

**NRT**—Dosing should generally follow the licence. However, systematic reviews of randomised trials show that higher doses are more effective than lower doses in more dependent smokers and that combination NRT (a patch plus a short acting form) is more effective than one form alone.\(^1\) Longer treatment courses do not seem to be more effective.\(^1\)

**Varenicline**—Dosing should generally follow the licence; meta-analysis shows that lower doses are associated with fewer adverse events but lower effectiveness. A 24 week, rather than the recommended 12 week, course may be more effective for people who struggle to become abstinent early in a quit attempt.\(^2\)

**Bupropion**—Dosing should generally follow the licence. Higher doses do not seem to confer more benefit.\(^1\) Systematic reviews suggest that NRT plus bupropion is slightly more effective than bupropion alone but no more effective than NRT alone.\(^3\)

**How to monitor and support use?**

- If available, offer behavioural support alongside drug treatments, as Cochrane reviews show that this increases effectiveness. Effective support includes information on how to quit, committing to total abstinence after a quit day, and regular contact to assess progress and solve problems, offered face to face, by telephone, or electronically.\(^24\)
- Ask about adverse effects and help users to manage these accordingly. Monitor for adverse psychological reactions with varenicline and bupropion, and check blood pressure with bupropion.

**How do they compare with other treatments?**

**Acupuncture and hypnotherapy**—Cochrane reviews show no clear evidence that either is effective.\(^25,26\)

**Electronic cigarettes and other electronic nicotine delivery devices**—These are currently not prescribable in most countries and have a very small evidence base. A Cochrane review showed weak evidence that electronic cigarettes containing nicotine were more effective for helping people to quit smoking than those without nicotine.\(^27\) Adverse effects are similar to those for NRT.

**Cytisine**—This is licensed for smoking cessation in only a few countries. A Cochrane review found a relative risk of 3.98 (2.01 to 7.87) for long term quitting compared with placebo.\(^3\) Existing evidence suggests few safety concerns and mild adverse events (such as nausea and vomiting and sleep disorders).
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**Box 1: What are the precautions?**

**Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)**

- **Ischaemic heart disease**—Safe in stable cardiovascular disease. People with acute coronary syndrome or severe arrhythmias should try quitting without NRT, given the possible risk of chest pain and palpitations. NRT may be added if a quit attempt is failing, with follow-up for such symptoms.

- **Adverse effects**—Generally due to irritation at the delivery site. Patch use can lead to skin sensitivity and irritation, affecting about 20% of users but rarely causing discontinuation.° Oral and nasal forms have been associated with coughing (8%) and mouth and throat soreness (5%); hiccups have been reported in 3% of oral users.

- **Pregnancy**—Can be prescribed, as systematic reviews do not show significant differences in serious adverse events between treatment and control groups in pregnancy, and NRT is safer in pregnancy than tobacco smoke, which contains many toxins.° As nicotine may be harmful in pregnancy, avoid 24 hour patches to reduce unnecessary exposure. British guidelines suggest the risks and benefits of NRT be explained to pregnant or breastfeeding women before treatment,° whereas US guidelines suggest not prescribing NRT in this population.° This difference is due to insufficient evidence that NRT is effective in pregnancy.°

- **Breast feeding**—Can be used, as NRT is safer than secondhand smoke for the infant.

**Varenicline**

- **Psychological effects**—Assess for suicidality after starting, particularly in people with current or previous depression (based on US and regulatory advice). However, the best current evidence does not show an increased risk.

- **Ischaemic heart disease**—Can be used, as best current evidence does not show an increased risk.

- **Other adverse effects**—Mainly nausea (causing discontinuation in 0.6-7.6% of users in randomised trials), constipation, headache, insomnia, and vivid dreams; discontinuation rate due to adverse events is about 9.5% (versus 8.0% for placebo).

**Bupropion**

- **Seizures**—Contraindicated in patients with a history of seizures or conditions that predispose to seizure (anorexia, brain tumour, or alcohol or benzodiazepine withdrawal).

- **Blood pressure**—Measure blood pressure before and during treatment, and consider stopping if clinically important rises occur. Bupropion may rarely increase blood pressure, particularly when co-administered with NRT.

- **Psychological effects**—Monitor for possible adverse effects (such as behavioural change, hostility, depressed mood, and suicidal ideation), given conflicting evidence on this risk.

- **Other adverse effects**—Most commonly insomnia (30-40%), dry mouth (10%), and nausea; 7-12% discontinue owing to adverse events.

- **Drug interactions**—Avoid in people taking drugs that extensively induce or inhibit the cytochrome P450 system (such as phenytoin); if concomitant use is necessary, reduce doses of drugs that inhibit CYP2D6 (such as sodium valproate) to avoid toxicity.° Bupropion is metabolised to its active form by CYP2B6, so drugs that are substrates for CYP2B6, including clopidogrel, could reduce the effectiveness of bupropion.

**Pregnancy and breast feeding**—Avoid use as safety is unknown.

---

**Tips for patients**

- Do not be put off trying to stop smoking if you feel you lack willpower. You can learn techniques to boost your motivation when you are feeling low and cravings strike. Getting support from a trained stop smoking counsellor can teach you these techniques and other helpful strategies and will boost your chance of success.

- Medication does not make you want to stop smoking, but it reduces the strength of craving for cigarettes and helps with mood control.

- You are more likely to stop smoking with medication than without it.

- Varenicline and combination NRT (a patch plus a short acting form) are the most effective stop smoking medications.

- Do not be deterred by your own or other people’s failed quit attempts. Learn what you can from them and maximise your chances next time by using medication and getting support.

- Commit yourself to the “not a puff rule,” which means no smoking after quit day. People who think of themselves as non-smokers now are more likely to succeed than those who think of themselves as trying to stop smoking.

- Reducing your medication early is not a sign of recovery—stopping medication early means that you are more likely to relapse. Cravings come and go, and it is better to trust the science than what feels right to you at that moment. As with other forms of medication, it is more effective if you complete the course.

- Try not to worry about becoming addicted to stopping smoking medication or nicotine replacement in particular. Cigarette addiction is what you are feeling low and cravings strike. Getting support from a trained stop smoking counsellor can teach you these techniques and other helpful strategies and will boost your chance of success.

- Do not be put off trying to stop smoking if you feel you lack willpower. You can learn techniques to boost your motivation when you are feeling low and cravings strike. Getting support from a trained stop smoking counsellor can teach you these techniques and other helpful strategies and will boost your chance of success.

- Medication does not make you want to stop smoking, but it reduces the strength of craving for cigarettes and helps with mood control.

- You are more likely to stop smoking with medication than without it.

- Varenicline and combination NRT (a patch plus a short acting form) are the most effective stop smoking medications.

- Do not be deterred by your own or other people’s failed quit attempts. Learn what you can from them and maximise your chances next time by using medication and getting support.

- Commit yourself to the “not a puff rule,” which means no smoking after quit day. People who think of themselves as non-smokers now are more likely to succeed than those who think of themselves as trying to stop smoking.

- Reducing your medication early is not a sign of recovery—stopping medication early means that you are more likely to relapse. Cravings come and go, and it is better to trust the science than what feels right to you at that moment. As with other forms of medication, it is more effective if you complete the course.

- Try not to worry about becoming addicted to stopping smoking medication or nicotine replacement in particular. Cigarette addiction is what you are feeling low and cravings strike. Getting support from a trained stop smoking counsellor can teach you these techniques and other helpful strategies and will boost your chance of success.
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**How patients were involved in the creation of this article**

We thank two members of the UK Centre for Tobacco and Alcohol Studies smokers’ panel with whom we held discussions before drafting the article; these discussions informed what was included in the sections on dosage, treatment duration, and tips for patients. Panel members also commented on the full article, resulting in revisions to the tips for patients.
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Figure 1 Absolute abstinence rates for smoking cessation drugs, based on data from network meta-analysis. In countries such as the United Kingdom, this might represent quit rates at the end of a 12 week course of drug in participants attending a low intensity behavioural support programme for first four weeks of a quit attempt. Absolute quit rates vary across countries and depend on how cessation is defined, when it is measured, and whether behavioural support is provided. Combination nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) refers to use of both a patch and a rapid acting form of NRT.